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Australia: Economy up, house prices down

The Australian economy has gone 27 years without a recession. Despite growing risks, growth should remain solid in 2019, with business investment likely
offsetting the slack created by a devastating drought, a contracting housing
sector and subdued consumer spending.
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FIGURE 1
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Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, “Australian national accounts: National income, expenditure and product,
September 2018,” catalogue no. 5206.0, 6416.0, accessed January 14, 2019.
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As figure 1 shows, house price gains since the start
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Endnotes
1.

Unless otherwise stated, all historical data is sourced from the Australian Bureau of Statistics.

2.

International Monetary Fund, “World economic outlook update,” January 2019.

3.

As of September 2018; more recent data from nongovernment sources shows that prices declined further over
the remainder of 2018 and into 2019.
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